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J. Brendan Barba,

Chairman, President

and Chief Executive Officer

AEP Industries Inc.

Net sales for the year were $802.1 million, a $69.4 million or a 9.5 percent increase over the $732.7 million

recorded in 2005. Gross profit for fiscal 2006 increased 21 percent to a healthy $161.7 million. Much of the

increase in sales is the result of increased resin costs. The increase in gross profits is the result of the

Company's continuing ability to pass these resin cost increases through to its customers combined with

reductions in LIFO (last in-first out) inventory reserves and the Company's continuing emphasis on operating

efficiencies and inventory management.

Cash flow from continuing operations in 2006 was $88.1 million, an increase of $23.1 million or 36 percent

as compared to $65.0 million recorded in 2005. In 2006, Company operations recorded an $11.6 million

LIFO inventory valuation reduction which contributed to the before tax operating profit generated by the

Company of $47.2 million. The cash flow component of this LIFO liquidation was realized by the Company in

prior periods. We are very happy with the cash flow our Company is generating and hope to improve on these

results in the year to come.

We are pleased to report that fully diluted EPS in 2006 was $7.35 as compared to a loss of $5.87 per share

in the prior period. We expect we will be EPS positive in the foreseeable future.

During 2006, our Company completed the disposition of its Belgian subsidiary as well as the sale of its Bordex

distribution business and its surplus facilities in Gainesville, TX, Edmonton, Canada and Turate, Italy. 

During our fourth quarter, the Company commenced the liquidation of its U.K. subsidiary. At year-end, liqui-

dation activities related to the U.K., Spanish and Italian subsidiaries are continuing, as is the sale of the

Company's income producing assets in Australia.

During 2006, our Company invested approximately $36.4 million in new, highly efficient production capaci-

ty, thus assuring that we will continue in the forefront among efficiency minded producers. In February we

purchased the printing and extrusion assets of Mercury Plastics located in Bowling Green, KY for approxi-

mately $11.8 million, thereby assuring the timely and efficient expansion of our shrink film business. Finally,

in August we purchased 850,000 of our outstanding shares for approximately $31.3 million. We believe this

transaction was in the best interests of all shareholders and sent a strong signal to the financial markets of

management's continuing confidence in our business.

Quality, service and price form the foundation of our Company. These pillars of success have established

AEP's market advantage, and define why the world's premier marketers have made our flexible packaging

products an integral component of their supply chain.

As we move forward, we will continue to focus on these fundamentals that have brought to our business the

success we currently enjoy.  We will continue to strengthen this foundation, for it is the basis of the market

advantages that have enabled AEP to become the preferred supplier of flexible packaging solutions to the

markets we serve.

Sincerely, 

J. Brendan Barba
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VERTICAL MARKET PENETRATION

The beverage industry provides an excellent
example of the vertical market penetration
AEP has achieved with customers spanning
multiple stages of the bottling process. First,
when bottles are manufactured, they may be
wrapped for shipping to the bottler using
AEP hooder film. This process continues
when filled bottles are packaged often using
AEP shrink film and then shipped from bot-
tler for distribution using AEP stretch film
to secure shipping pallets. These multiple
touchpoints in the bottling process represent
recurring revenue streams for AEP.

Intelligent procurement and inventory management is a cornerstone of AEP’s success. Each AEP silo
holds a full rail car of 200,000 pounds of resin, our essential raw material. This one-to-one ratio
between supply and storage helps ensure efficient inventory management. Our Bowling Green, KY
plant will soon expand from seven to 12 silos. Significantly, we’ve taken steps this year to increase
total production capacity by more than 100 million pounds in a variety of specialty films, including
hooder, FIAP PVC, stretch and three- and five-layer co-ex films. 

PRINTING & CONVERTING
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For the past three years, AEP has been remaking itself into a much

more focused and profitable operation. This restructuring included

the sale of businesses that did not fit the Company's vision of the

future as well as the liquidation of businesses that could not be

sold.  It included the consolidation of manufacturing sites in order

to maximize efficiencies and the discontinuance of lines of busi-

ness where the future return did not justify the current investment

requirement. This past year we were successful in selling our

Belgian company. We also sold excess land and facilities in

Edmonton, Canada, Gainesville, TX and Turate, Italy. 

During the fourth quarter the Company took the final steps neces-

sary to accomplish the orderly liquidation of its U.K. subsidiary.

The financial impact of this decision is included in the fourth

quarter activity in the accompanying financial statements under

"Discontinued Operations".

We expect work on the liquidation of the U.K. subsidiary will be

completed early in 2007 as will the final liquidation of the

Company's Italian and Spanish subsidiaries. We expect to liquidate

the Company's remaining subsidiaries in Australia and New

Zealand upon the sale of certain income producing assets associ-

ated with those companies.

High quality, high volume film extrusion is
the first order of business at AEP. Our total
production exceeded 700 million pounds this
last fiscal year. Our Mountain Top, PA facility
houses 20 extruders and can produce more
than 195 million pounds of film per year.  

The skill and dedication to quality that characterize AEP personnel make a huge difference through-
out our business, and especially in our printing and converting operations. The process begins in the
mounter/proofer department, where the print master used as a quality standard throughout the
press run is produced. Four base colors, plus black, can be combined on press to produce an infinite
variety of color. In addition, our presses allow imprinting of five special colors as required. Print
cylinders are precisely mounted via computer control. The system aligns images at the microdot level
to ensure that each printing plate is perfectly straight, a necessary control with our system’s infinite
repeat capability.

PRINTING & CONVERTING
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Custom Films

Stretch Films

PROformance FilmsPrinting & Converting

Agricultural Products

Flxtite Shrink FilmsInstitutional Products

Retail Products

Resinite PVC FilmsFIAP Films

Custom Films

A global leader in custom-designed industrial films, AEP produces over

350 million pounds of product annually in its plants in North America

and Europe. In custom films, AEP commands the second-largest market

share in the world. We supply all sizes of films our customers need –

widths from 8 inches up to 40 feet and gauge thicknesses from .0006 to

.010.  The AEP Custom Films Division offers a high quality product that

fits the application. This includes box and drum liners, pallet covers,

sheeting, tubing, furniture bags, mattress bags, bundling films, magazine

overwrap film, and a wide array of shrink films including boat, transit and

hooder films.

Stretch Films

AEP's Stretch film facilities produce more than 250 million pounds annu-

ally. With four ISO 9000-certified manufacturing sites, five warehouse

locations in the United States and additional facilities in Holland, AEP is

strategically positioned to efficiently serve its marketplaces. AEP provides

stretch film/pallet wrap customers with a wide selection of high quality

machine films and films for custom applications, one-side-cling films and

hand wrap products.

Institutional Products

The Company’s Institutional Products Division (IPD) makes both polyeth-

ylene and PVC film products for use primarily in the food service industry.

Made from "next generation” resins, AEP can liners combine the bene-

fits of high density and linear low density resins in one product.

Attractively packaged in top-quality corrugated boxes, AEP liners feature

perforated coreless rolls for easy dispensing right out of the box. AEP's

innovations go beyond polyethylene products. In 2004, the California

Restaurant Association recognized the AEP ZipSafe™ cutterbox film

product as "Innovator of the Year.” With ZipSafe, AEP was the first to offer

a slide cutter that replaces traditional metal cutting edges, improving

product safety. Another AEP innovation is our high impact, dishwasher

safe, plastic dispensers that hang on shelves and use lower cost bulk film

rolls, saving both money and space. 

Retail Products

Through our Retail Food Wrap group, AEP markets the benefits of the

ZipSafe cutterbox and AEP food film directly to consumers.

PRODUCTS & DIVISIONS

At the end of 2006, the Company has manufacturing operations in the

United States, Canada and the Netherlands, and enjoys a major presence

in the following segments of the flexible packaging industry:
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Agricultural Films

AEP’s innovative advances in agricultural films have given the

Company the largest market share in silage films. AEP provides the

widest variety and highest quality in agricultural films, with sophisticat-

ed scientific properties for storing silage, fumigating, and protecting

crops from adverse weather and weeds. Also, our product offerings

include Sunfilm® Gold, a 1 mil, 3-layer film that wraps square bales

without tearing.

Printed, Converted and Laminated Films

AEP's printing, converting and laminating activities are conducted from

two manufacturing sites, one site in the Netherlands and one in the

United States. These operations produce specialized flexographic

printing on single and coextruded substrate as well as on laminated

webs.  Products include roll stock and a larger range of bags and

pouches incorporating resealable and easy-open systems. These busi-

nesses specialize in servicing the food and beverage sectors.

Flxtite Shrink Films

AEP, the leading innovator in Shrink Film technology with manufactur-

ing in both Europe and North America, is a major provider of biaxially-

oriented multi-layer polyolefin, thin-gauge PVC, and polyethylene

shrink films in the world. From juice box combo-packs to stationery

products, DVDs and almost any consumer product, there's an AEP

Flxtite shrink film for almost any application. A customer can choose

Flxtite films in centerfold, stock inventory and single wound sheeting,

in custom produced formulations and in manual, semi-automatic and

high speed overwrap versions for shrink packaging machinery.

Currently, the Company is developing the capability of printing these

films with as many as ten colors.

Resinite PVC Films

AEP's North American PVC businesses lead the way in designing

specifically formulated in-store and pre-store films, with our Resinite®

line of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) films.  We are the largest supplier of

supermarket and meat processor PVC films in the world, with the

broadest possible range of PVC stretch and shrink films. Customers

look to AEP for everything they need to package fresh red meats, poul-

try, fish, fruits, vegetables and bakery products.

FIAP Films

AEP's FIAP® film technology gives customers versatile packaging solu-

tions using clear, pigmented, and coated PVC films. FIAP films are

uniquely designed to serve graphic arts applications, food service and

confectionery markets. FIAP anti-static films are also used for credit

card applications and battery labels.

PROformance Films

Headquartered in the U.S., but using technologies from the Company's

European operations, AEP's PROformance® Films Group offers a full

range of coextruded and monolayer films. Capable of being printed

and laminated internally or by flexible packaging converters,

our PROformance films are perfect for food, pharmaceutical, medical

and countless other flexible packaging applications. Whatever the

requirement – a barrier against oxygen or moisture transmission, or

breathability for preserving freshness – AEP has, or can create, a

PROformance film to fit the customer's needs.

Assuring precise microdot registration is a major technical challenge in flexographic printing. AEP
specialists meet the demand with total scrutiny at every step of the process. First, a press run of test
patterns shows the color output and registration for each of the Novoflex®system’s 10 print cylinders.
Frequent print sample scans, using both the system’s microscope cameras and magnifying glasses or
loupes ensure quality output throughout every job, time after time. 

PRINTING & CONVERTING
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Print production is a hands-on, high-volume process. A typical run of 3 million impressions of a
22-inch image takes 84.6 hours to run on our state-of-the-art Novoflex XS flexographic printing
system. In that time, notes Carmelo Piraneo, Vice President of Manufacturing and Technical Director
at our Bowling Green printing and converting facility, the system processes 4 million feet of film and
uses 46 five-gallon containers of ink. Shown at the Novoflex system’s control console, Piraneo says
“Our added value is repeatability and consistent quality, from the first impression to the 10 millionth.”
After a job is completed, specification data can be retained to assure identical quality in repeat runs. 

PRINTING & CONVERTING

 



It is easy for a reader of this annual report to conclude that the

Company, while reorganizing itself over the past three years, has

been downsizing. Nothing could be further from the truth.

COMMITMENT TO THE FUTURE

From the latter part of '05 throughout '06 the Company has

increased internal capacity by more than 100 million pounds.

While substantial, all of these investments were in specialty areas

that both support and expand present product offerings. They

include:

• a major investment in our North Carolina stretch film operations

which further strengthen our multi-layer XR and XH family of

Specialty Stretch film offerings while simultaneously adding signif-

icantly to internal efficiencies in these manufacturing processes.

• significant increases in hooder film capacity.  Hooder films sup-

port new and more efficient packaging methods and technologies

currently being adopted by bulk shippers. These films expand our

existing markets as well as synergistically support our present par-

ticipation in the stretch and shrink film markets.

• the doubling of our capacity in FIAP PVC films, a specialty, high

performance, high volume family of specialty films.

• the significant expansion of 3 and 5 layer co-ex capacity in order

to take advantage of opportunities presently available to the

Company in our family of PROformance films.

The world’s best known brands trust their images to
AEP and to our Flxtite shrink films. Widely used in
many categories of consumer product packaging,
from food to electronics and DVDs, these AEP films
encompass each of the three major categories of
shrink film, including polyolefin, PVC and polyeth-
ylene. As you would expect from AEP, all Flxtite
films feature high quality, consistent performance
and superior value. 

AEP is a uniquely flexible supplier of flexible packaging solutions. We not only provide end-to-end solu-
tions. If needed, we add our printing and converting expertise to rolls of film our customers supply. It’s
one more way we partner with our flexible packaging customers to deliver the exact products and serv-
ices they need. 

PRINTING & CONVERTING
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During '06 the Company also invested approximately $11 million in

its acquisition of manufacturing facilities in Bowling Green, KY.  The

facility is primarily a printing and converting operation, but comes

with an additional 30 million pounds of 3 and 5 layer co-extrusion

capacity. While AEP intends to fully utilize this purchased capacity,

our primary purpose in purchasing this facility was to provide the

Company a platform on which to expand our present shrink film

capabilities into printed films. AEP is already a major supplier of

unprinted shrink films. As this market gradually migrates to printed

films, the Company intends to expand its shrink films capabilities as

this market grows.

In 2006 capital expenditures directed toward growing our internal

capabilities totaled $36.4 million, plus we invested another $11 mil-

lion in the addition of external capabilities in the acquisition of the

Bowling Green, KY plant. Clearly, we are confident in our strategies

and believe we are serving well the interests of our shareholders.

Finally, in August 2006, the Company repurchased, for $31 million,

850,000 shares of its common stock.  We believe this transaction

further demonstrated our confidence in our Company and its market

position. Most likely, this transaction was a major factor in the

increased share price enjoyed by all shareholders since August 2006.

The skill and dedication to customer
service of our people are the ultimate
reason so many of the world’s leading
marketers have made AEP their flexi-
ble packaging partner. Our solutions
span the full spectrum of our customers’
requirements, enhancing the appeal,
freshness and safety of their brands.
For total flexible packaging solutions,
market leaders rely on AEP. 

For the world’s premier marketers, a brand image is an asset to enhance and protect. That’s why our
recent expansion of our printing and converting capabilities is such a significant step in the services
we offer customers. As the long time number one supplier of flexible packaging in North America,
we’ve established a reputation for the highest standards of quality, service and value. Now we are
expanding our quality focus to not only make the film, but to also print it with the brand images our
clients create. In all areas of our industry, from stretch, custom, PVC, industrial and agricultural films
to printed packaging, AEP excels.

PRINTING & CONVERTING
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